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A knowledge of the simple representation theory of finite abelian groups is useful 
for understanding the representations of solvable groups, since these provide the 
one-dimensional representations. The representation theory of metabelian groups 
(those G with abelian commutator subgroup G’) would seem to be a natural next 
level. 
In this paper we shall show that these representations, too, may be simply 
described in several ways: they are induced from linear representations of some 
explicitly defined subgroups; their degrees may be calculated from a knowledge of 
the subgroups of G; these degrees depend only on the kernel of the representation 
(in fact, only on the intersection of this kernel with G’). As an application of these 
results, we can calculate for metabelian groups a certain measure of group-com- 
mutativity studied in an earlier paper [4]. 
1. General results 
As alluded to in the introduction, a representation p of a metabelian group G will 
be largely determined by ker(p) n G’, which we will call the commutator-kernel of p 
and abbreviate as cker(p). Such a p induces a representation p on G/cker(p) which 
has cker@) = 1. (We will say p is commutator-faithful.) So we may largely restrict our 
attention to the groups G/K as K runs over the subgroups of G’ which are normal 
in G. 
For brevity, let us shorten the phrase “irreducible, commutator-faithful represen- 
tation (over the complex field C)” to ICFR. Throughout this paper, p will denote an 
ICFR of a group G. 
To show that such representations may have some useful properties, we start with 
the following lemma. (We will need this later.) 
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Lemma 1. Zf N is any group with N’ L Z(N), then the ICFR’s of N are determined by 
their restrictions to Z(N). 
Proof. What we wish to show is that if p]Z(N) --p’lZ(N) then in fact p up’. Now, if 
A denotes the group algebra of N over C, then what we do know is that the 
representations of N are determined by their restriction to Z(A). (This is true for any 
group N.) 
Next, recall that Z(A) is spanned by elements of the form a = a, = 1 x-‘yx, where 
the sum runs over representatives x of the cosets N/&(y). Since p is irreducible, 
p(a) is a scalar matrix, say p(a) = c . I. This may also be written 
c * I= 0) = C Ax-‘YX) = P(Y) - C PCY, xl). 
However, [y, x] E N’ c Z(N) G Z(A) by hypothesis, so that each p([y, x]) is again a 
scalar matrix, say p([y, x]) = cX * I. Thus, for each y EN we have an equation of the 
form 
c*Z=p(y)*(~c,)*Z. 
If c # 0, then (1 c,) # 0 so we may write p(y) = c - (C cx)-’ * Z, a scalar matrix; thus 
p(y) commutes with each p(x) in p(N). The commutator-faithfulness i just what is 
needed to conclude that y commutes with each x EN, i.e. y E Z(N). 
So if p is an ICFR of N, then for each a in this basis of Z(A), either p(a) = 0 or else 
a EZ(N). Hence if p and p’ are two ICFR of N with p]Z(N)=p’]Z(N), we have 
p = p’ on this basis of Z(A), so p/Z(A) =p’lZ(A). This forces p = p’ as remarked 
earlier. Cl 
We will wish to apply this to some normal subgroups N of G. First we recall 
Clifford’s Theorem: p]N = e@pi for some distinct irreducible representations 
Pl, * * *, p,, of N. If Vi is the vector space on which e * pi acts, then p acts on 
V = VI@* - * 0 V, ; in fact, for each x E G, p(x) permutes the Vi. This defines a 
homomorphism (+: G --, S, (the symmetric group). Since G acts irreducibly on V, 
a(G) is a transitive subgroup of S,,. 
Lemma 2. Zf N was chosen so that G ‘S ker u, then n = [G: ker U] and Tr(p(x)) = 0 
for xi ker U. Zf in addition N = ker u, then e = 1. 
Proof. For such N, a(G) isa transitive abelian subgroup of S,. Hence (see [2, p. 271) 
It(G)] = n and CT(X) does not fix any point unless r(x) = 1 (i.e. x E ker c). 
Nowifp(x)EGL(V)=GL(ViO* * - 0 V,) is written in block-matrix form, it only 
has non-zero entries in the blocks in the (i, c(x)i) positions (i = 1,2,. . . , n). In 
particular, if xrS ker cr, then all the diagonal blocks of p(x) are zero, so Tr(p(x)) = 0. 
The last line now follows from [3, Lemma 2.291: with the added assumption 
N = ker a, we have just shown Tr(p(x)) = 0 for all x E G\N, so that 
e*n =[P]N,p]N]=[G:N][p,p]=[G:kercr]* 1 =n. 0 
From this we see that we shall need to know ker u. 
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Lemma 3. Zf N’<Z(N) and the pi are commutator-faithful, then ker(u) = 
Cc(Z(N)). 
Proof. The pi are all distinct representations of N, so Lemma 1 shows that pi/Z(N) # 
pjlZ(N) unless i = j. Hence, since each Pi(Z(N)) consists of scalar matrices in 
GL( Vi), we see that an X E GL( V) commutes with all of p(Z(N)) if and only if 
XEGL(VJX. * * xGL(V,). But then, the centralizer of p(Z(N)) in p(G) is just 
~(G)nGL(vi)x.. * x GL( V,,) = p(ker r). 
Since p is commutator-faithful, these commutativity properties hold back in G; 
that is, ker cr is the centralizer of Z(N). Cl 
We may combine these lemmas to get 
Theorem 4. Zf G has a subgroup N with G’S N, N’ s Z(N), N = &(Z(N)), and the 
pi commutator-faithful, then 
deg(p)‘= [G: N] . [G:Z(N)]. 
Proof. Note that NaG, so that Lemmas 2 and 3 apply. 
If pi(x) were a scalar for some x EN, then pi(x) would commute with all of pi(N); 
since pi is commutator-faithful, x would commute with all of N. This shows that 
Isaacs’ group Z(pi) (see [3, p. 281) coincides with Z(N), so we may use his Corollary 
2.31 to conclude deg(pi)2 = [N: Z(N)]. 
Since e = 1 and n = [G: N] in the relation p]N = e(pi@. . .@p,), we have deg(p) = 
e * n * deg(pi) = [G: N][N:Z(N)]+. 0 
2. The case of metabelian groups 
It is perhaps less surprising that Theorem 4 should be true than that its hypotheses 
should ever be satisfied. But in fact they can be, in at least two ways. 
Theorem 5. The hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied if G is metabelian and 
N = CG(G’). Thus, any ICFR of G has degree 
([G: C(G’)] * [G: .Z(C(G’))]+. 
Proof. First, since [N’, N]s[G’, N]=[G’, C(G’)]= 1, we see N’s C(N)nN = 
Z(N). Also, since G’ is abelian, G’ <N; in fact, G’cZ(N). Thus, C(Z(N)) s 
C(G’) = N; conversely, of course, N centralizes its center, so equality holds: 
N = C(Z(N)). 
It remains only to show that the pi are commutator-faithful. Using a theorem of P. 
Hall [2, p. 2661 we have N’ = [C(G’)] c Z(G). In particular, for each x E N’,p(x) is a 
scalar matrix. Since p(x) =pi(x)O* * *@p,(x), the pi(x) are scalar matrices as 
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well-in fact, with the same scalar for all i. Thus if x E ker(p,), this scalar is 1, so 
p(x) = 1. 
But p is commutator-faithful, so for x # 1 this forces x& G’, and a fortiori xg N’. 
This shows that N’n ker(pi) = 1, so pi is commutator-faithful. 0 
Proof. Each pi is cammutaCar-faitt& since &er(pi) s N’= 1. G’s N by assump- 
tion; N’sZ(N) since N’= 1. Finally, N = C(Z(N)) follows since any maximal 
abelian subgroup of a group is self-centralizing (consider (N, x) for x E C(N)\N). 0 
If we compare Theorems 5 and 6, we see that in any metabelian group with 
an ICFR, all maxima1 abelian subgroups containing G’ have order 
(lC(G’)l - /-WW)@. 
Note also that for an ICFR p of a metabelian group, deg(p) is determined by its 
commutator-kernel. In contrast, even solvable groups of derived length 3 may have 
two faitl-iful representations of different degrees. 
Recall that a metabelian group is an M-group, meaning that all irreducible 
reprc~MX&rr; aaq As, +f&fze~ *WL ‘iitp,u. q~~.~rr?*tir -Jf Y~R Y&*WW~X. 
Using Theorem 6, we may be more explicit about the subgroups needed. 
Thearem + Lezfrbe a me’ldoeT,angroq~.,~ anirrebucj’tie r{mesenraixm ~5’i;3’~hen,o 
is in&ce6,5rum n linear r~Dresen\nlitm ~5 n maxima\ e\emenljrum 
PK ={N s G; Ncontains G’, and N’s K}, 
where K = cker(p). 
Proof. Suppose first that K = 1, and let N be maximal in PK. By Theorem 5, 
deg(ej=[G:Nl. By Lemma 2, e =\ Wi& n =[G*.Nj, SO p\N =@pi. S\nCe N is 
abelian, deg(pi) = 1. 
Using Frobenius reciprocity, we see that the induced representation (P~)~ contains 
p. But 
deg(pAG = [G: Nldeg(pi) = [G: N] =deg(p), 
so that p = (P~)~, as desired. 
N~w”rormoregeneraSX,,oi~~~c~sa~5~~R~,05-~j~,~YD~~~~~parlo~~~ 
proof, P is induced from a linear representation z of a maximal element ;J from 
OK = {N c C? = G/K; fi contains G:‘, and I? = I}. 
However, since K s G’, PK is lattice-isomorphic to QK (the isomorphism being 
N *A = N/K). Thus, # corresponds to a maxima1 element N of PK, and iZ induces 
a linear rFmesen>a%onpJ t& f_5.%nttj7,> =~,i~is~~~~~3~~~~~‘\p,~G =p,+rSn 
com@rems?ne pro&. “u 
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Since PK c Pr if K E L, we may use Theorems 6 and 7 to conclude that p and p’ are 
representations of a metabelian group and ker(p) c ker(p’), then deg(p’) s deg(p). 
This intuitively appealing fact fails however for many groups (e.g. SL(2,3)). 
As was done in the proof of Theorem 7, we may extend Theorem 5 from ICFR’s of 
G to include all irreducible representations. To do this let us define, for two 
subgroups H and L of an arbitrary group G, the subgroups 
C~(L)={XEG;[X,L]~H} 
and 
zH(L)={xEL;[x,L]cH}. 
If HdG, these definitions may equivalently be expressed 
Cz(L)/H = C,,,(LH/H) and ZH(L)/H = Z(LH/H). 
Then we may extend Theorem 5 to a representation p of G with cker(p) = K: setting 
G = G/K, we have 
deg(p)’ = [d : Ck(@)] - [c :Z(Cc(6’))] 
= [G: C:(G’)] . [G:ZK(CK,(G’))]. 
3. The number of commutator-faithful representations 
We wish to know (for later applications) when a group G has any ICFR’s. As a first 
step in this direction, we note 
Lemma 8. Zf G has an ICFR, then G’ n Z(G) is cyclic. 
Proof. If p is an ICFR of G, then it maps G’nZ(G) isomorphically onto its image, 
since G’ n Z(G) d G’. But in addition, G’ n Z( G) s Z( G) so this image consists of 
scalar matrices, and thus forms a finite subgroup of the field; this is then cyclic. 0 
To obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an ICFR, we may 
mimic the approach used by Gaschiitz [l] to find faithful irreducible group represen- 
tations. Let S denote the socle of G, the subgroup generated by the minimal normal 
subgroups Hi of G. Then Gaschiitz showed that (C deg(p)*)/[G : S], the sum 
running over the faithful representations p of G, was equal to the number of elements 
in S which were not in any normal subgroup of G smaller than S. 
If G is metabelian, S is abelian, so one can easily check that this number is zero if 
two of the Hi are G-isomorphic (that is, if there is an isomorphism between them 
which preserves the action of G by conjugation). If that is not the case, this number is 
l-I(]fil- I), and ISI =n]Hi]. 
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Now, a trivial modification of Gaschiitz’s proof allows us to get a similar formula 
for C (deg p)’ when p now runs over the ICFR’s of G. But by Theorem 5, this number 
is also 
[G: C(G’)] . [G:Z(C(G’))] . (number of ICFR’s). 
We summarize the results one obtains as 
Proposition 9. If G has two G-isomorphic minimal normal subgroups both contained 
in G’, then G has no ICFR. Otherwise, it has precisely 
IGt - l-M - l/IHI) 
N(G)=[G:C(G')]*[G:Z(C(G'))] 
of them. Here, the product runs over the minimal normal subgroups H of G which are 
contained in G’. 0 
4. An application: group commutativity 
In an earlier paper [4], we studied the probability Pr(G) that two elements of a 
finite group G commute. This turns out to be Pr(G) = k/]GI, where k is the number 
of conjugacy classes in G, or the number of irreducible representations. Separating 
these representations according to their commutator-kernel, we get a formula 
in which the sum is taken over those normal subgroups K of G which are contained in 
G’, and N(G/K) is given in Proposition 9. 
Although this formula may seem rather unwieldy, we can offer a method of 
computation which, for example, will show 
Proposition 10. For any abelian group A, the set of values of Pr(G) among groups G 
with G’ = A is a subset of (0, l] which is well-ordered by 3. 
We have been able to use this procedure to calculate all possible values of Pr(G) 
above A; the results will be left to the reader’s imagination. 
Let us suppose then that a finite abelian group A is given. If G is a group with 
G’ = A, then we have a map from G into Aut(A) given by conjugation. Note that G’ 
is in the kernel, so the image B is abelian. (Note also that IBI = [G: C(G’)].) We will 
calculate possible values for Pr(G) for each of the (finitely many) choices of B. 
Knowing B already determines a considerable amount of information about G. 
For example, G’nZ(G) is (isomorphic to) the subgroup of A fixed by all of B; that 
is, G’ nZ(G) = CA(B). The normal subgroups of G which are contained in G’ 
correspond to the B-invariant subgroups of A. Among these, we may find the 
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minimal ones, and determine if any two are G-isomorphic (that is, B-isomorphic). If 
there are two such, then N(G) = 0; otherwise, Proposition 9 gives 
N(G) l-Icl-1/Im 
(GI=IB12- [C(G'):Z(C(G'))]' 
We still need to evaluate [C(G’) : Z(C(G’))J. Note that [C(G’)]‘c G’S Z(C(G’)), 
so C(G’) is nilpotent; using P. Hall’s theorem again, we have [C(G’)j’c G’nZ(G), 
so that the p-part of C(G’) is abelian if p # IG’n Z(G)I. Thus, [C(G’) : Z(C(G’))] is 
divisible only by those primes dividing IC,(B)I. 
For the purpose of evaluating N(G), we may assume that G has an ICFR; by 
Lemma 8, G’n Z(G) is then cyclic. Hence H = C(G’) is a group with H’ cyclic and 
H’s Z(H). In [4] we showed that 
for some integers mi, and so [H:Z(H)] is a square. Thus we may write 
[C(G’):Z(C(G’))]=g’ with g an integer divisible only by primes dividing IC,(B)I. 
It will be more convenient to deal with f = [G: Z(G)] than with g. (Note that f> 1 
unless G is abelian.) We will show in a moment that f= g2 - [A: CA(B)] * IBI - ICI for 
some subgroup C < H’(B, A); let us first see why this will be useful. 
To calculate Pr(G), we will need to evaluate N(G/K) for each K 4 G contained 
in G’. The preceding discussion shows that N(G/K) will depend only on the groups 
AK, BK, and CK, and on the integer f(K). The calculations for the various K are not 
all independent. For example, we clearly have AK = (G/K)‘= G'/K = A/K. 
Similarly, 
G/K GIK 
BK =C&((G/K)')= C:(G')/K 
G G/C(G’) B 
5Ff$@j%(~~)/~(~))=~ 
whereC~(A)={b~B;foralla~A,ab~~modK}.SoA=A~andB=B~deter- 
mine all the AK and BK. (The CK appear to be unrelated.) 
The numbers f(K)=[G:ZK(G)] were introduced precisely because they are so 
easily related; in fact, we have 
(i) f(L)lf(K) if K sL, and 
(ii) f(K . L)f(KnL)lf(K)f(L) for any K and L. 
To prove (ii), for example, note that ZK(G) - ZL(G)sZKL(G) and ZKnL(G) = 
ZK(G)nZ‘(G), so thatf(KL)=[G:ZKL(G)] divides 
So our algorithm for determining the values of Pr(G) with G’=A may be 
described in the following steps. 
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(1) Choose an abelian subgroup B s Aut(A). 
(22 For each KS-A which is S-invariant, feet’ AK = A/K and BK = s/‘cg(‘A j 
which we let act on AK in the natural way. 
(3) For each K as in (2), choose a subgroup CX s I-I’@&, AK). 
(4) For each K as in (2), calculate rK = fl(l - l/IHI), where H runs over the 
mirrifmi~ &~mvaitartr stiwroqos dr 4 r.Yrr’two are -&~rsomo#iic.‘ier 7rK =b. 
(5) Choose integers g(K) divisible only by the primes dividing jCa,(Bx )I = 
]C,K(B)IKI. 
(6) Calculate the f(K) = g(K)* * [A: Cz (B)] * jBK 1 * IcKI. Whenever these satisfy 
conditions (i) and (ii) above, we get a possible value for Pr(G): 
For example, if A = Z,, one finds the possible values 
Pr(G)=b(l+F) 
1 p-l 
and Pr(G) =--t2 
P ed 
for dip-l. 
We can now prove Proposition 10. Note that there are only finitely many choices to 
be made in I11 and 43). For each oE these,. the values of PrjG) will all have the torm 
c(f) = c b(K)If(K), with constants b(K) independent of the f(K). If we have a 
convergent sequence of values c( fn), then since for each K the terms l/f,,(K) lie in 
the compact [0, 11, we may assume (by passing to a subsequence) that l/f,(K) 
converges for every K. Also, since each f,(K) is integral, {l/f,(K)] must have a 
non-increasing subsequence for each K. But then c(f,,) is also non-increasing. Thus, 
there is no strictly increasing sequence of numbers c(fn), so the set of these numbers 
is well-ordered by 3. 
Taking the union of the sets of values as we make all the choices in (1) and (3), we 
get a finite union of well-ordered sets, which is still well-ordered. This proves 
Prapositicm ZO. 
It still remains to prove that f= g*[A: C,(B)] * IBI * ICI, i.e. 
for some C sH’(B, A). It will suffice to give an embedding of Z(C(G’))/Z(G) * G’ 
intro H’1G}CjG’),G’), Dne neet5 onS,, X&e P =Z$CJG’)), O=G’ - Z{G>,R = 
G, S = C(G’), T = G’, and U = 1 in the following Lemma 11. (This elementary 
lemma gives a general way to show that some sections of a group have comparable 
orders.) 
Lemma II. Wizenever ?. Q, 33,. S,, T, anrt l_J are sub~ruu_us qf sufne ‘In-ger_~nrq, -we 
have an embedding P/Q c H’(R/S, T/U) provided 
(1) [S, Rlc S, (2) [T, TIC U 
(3) [R TIC T (4) [R, Ulg U, 
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(5) [S, Tls u, (6) If’, RI s T 
(7) [P, Sl c v, (8) V’, V’, RI1 d r, 
(9) Q=PnT-C”(R). 
Proof. The calculations involved are straightforward, so we will just outline the 
proof. 
Assumption (1) makes R/S a group; (2) makes T/ U an abelian group. Condition 
(3) shows R acts on T by conjugation; (4) shows that this action induces an action on 
T/U, and (5) shows that it lifts to R/S. This is the action implied in the formation of 
the cohomology group. 
For each p E P and r E R, we define (Ye = [p, r] - U. Hypothesis (6) shows that 
(Ye E T/U, and (7) guarantees that (Ye is well-defined on cosets R/S, so that 
(Y*: R/S + T/U. Then it is easy to check that in fact aP is a cocycle: (Ye E 
Z’(R/S, T/U). Condition (8) forces (Y to be a homomorphism: cxPaq = cyPq. We then 
have the composite map Cr: P+H’. 
The kernel of E is {p E P; ap E I?‘}. Now, B’ is the set of maps p: R/S --, T/U of the 
form p(rS) = t-It’ * U for some I E T. Thus (Ye lies in B’ if and only if there is a f E T 
such that (Ye = /3,(r) for all r E R; comparing the definitions of (Ye and &, this is 
equivalent top * t-‘~c~(R). Hence, p~kerG iff p~PnTe C”(R). 0 
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